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1. The Executive Board at its eighth session adopted resolution 

requesting "the Director-General to prepare a full report on the experience 

of the World Health Organization and other Specialized geneies in the par-

ticipation of МешЪег States in costs incurred by demonstration teams and bv 

this matter the Board directed its attention in particular to the allowances 

of international staff working in field projects. In order to comply with 

the Board's request, there follows in chronological sequence up to the 

present time a statement regarding the development of the Organization•s 

policy on this whole question， together with an indication of the difficulties 
«i , 1 1
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which are encountered and which, therefore, led-to certain^nrodlTic^tri-aMin -

this policy. 

2. ‘ /t Health Assemblies which met prior to the introduction of the United 

Nations Expanded Programme of Technical /ssistance in 1950, the question of 

local costs to be met bv the receiving governments had been dealt with in a 

general way. No resolution was., however^ adopted Ъу the earlier Health 

Assemblies laying down in detail the specific cpsts of an individual proiect 

that should be met by a recipient government in local currency or in kind. 

5. The one aspect which was dealt with bv the First and the Second Health 

Assemblies concerned the cost of supplies and equipment. The Appropriation 

the initiation and operation of various field pro 1ects' When considering 

i * 
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Eesolution for the 19^9 budget included, in paragraph VI， a provision that vith 

respect to advisory and demonstration services to governments "the Director-General 

shall, in consultation with the receiving governments, take steps to recover such 

cost of materials, supplies and equipment furnished by the Organization out of the 
1 

sums appropriated under this Section as these governments are able to repay". 

The Executive Board at its second session, after consideration of the problem, 

decided as follows: 

"1,1,1 ALLOCATION OF FUNDS 

The Board noted the report of the Director-General on the 

allocation of funds, and took the following decisions： 

(1) As a guiding principle in the approval of prograimnes 

for the rendering of advisory and demonstration services to 

governments, the Board agreed that the following should be taken 

into consideration； 

• • 4 

(g) Reasonable assurance of satisfactory co-operation 

on the part of the government throughout the programme 

(Normally, tLe government will be expected to contribute to the 

programme by meeting such costs within the country as can Ъе met 
2 ‘ 

in domestic currency)." 

The supplementary note by the Director-General contained, inter alia， the 

following paragraph：
 4 

"2. Division of Costs for Advisory and Demonstration Services 

The division of costs between WHO and the governments vill normally 

be as follows:. 

1

 Off,Bec,World Hlth Org. 15, p,319 
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This principle was accepted Ъу the Board after discussion of the supplementary 
note on the subject prepared Ъу the Director-General (Cff.Rec.World Hlth Org, 17) 
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(1) WHO will furnish technical staff and may in addition furnish 

certain supplies and equipment for demonstration purposes, paying the 

following expenses: 

(г) salary and allowances, not including subsistence allovance within 

the country of work; 

(b) travel costs to、and from.the country of operation； 

(c) The cost of supplies and equipment required for demonstration 

purposes (subject to reimbursement by the country, to the extent 

of its ability to do so，in currency which can Ъе used by WHO). 

(2) The country concerned will pay such costs of operation 

within the country as can be met in domestic currency, paying the 

following expenses， inter alia： 

(a) salary and expenses of staff provided from within the country 

itself, including technical personnel, and clerical or other 

auxiliary personnel； 

(b) office accommodation, facilities and supplies, including 

public services such as telephone, electricity^ e t c” office 

equipment and stationer^ supplies ; 

(c) transportation and travel expenses within the country of 

operation; 

(d) allowance for WHO staff due in connexion with their 

assignment to the countrv of operation, which may include 

subsistence allowance for WHO staff temporarily assigned and, 

when appropriate^ allovances to compensate for high cost of 

living." 

5. ，fter one year's experience, the Director General reported to the Second 

World Health /ssembla that the provisions of paragraph VI of the 19^9 /ppropriation 

Resolution adopted Ъу the First Health /ssembly in their practical application 

represented a serious obstacle to providing advisory and demonstration services to 
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some of the countries where the greatest need existed. The Second Health Assembly 

decided that paragraph VI of the 19^9 Appropriation Resolution be rescinded and 

replaced by a text which is quoted below and which, with minor adjustments in 

wording iDut not in substance, has been included in all Appropriation Resolutions 

of succeeding years:
1 

"With respect to advisory and demonstration services 

to governments the Director General shall， in consultation 

* with the receiving governments, take steps to recover the 

depreciated value of non expendable equipment which may be 

left in the country after a demonstration team completes 

its work and such part of the cost of expendable mterials 

and supplies as the governments are willing to repay, 

which repayment may be made by governments in their own 

currencies. The Director General, prior to the furnishing 

of these services, should, if possible, reach agreement in 

advance as to the willingness of governments to make such 

payments under the provisions of this paragraph. 

The same resolution requested the Director ̂ General to submit a report 

reviewing this policy to the Fifth World Health Assembly, The attention of the 

Executive Board is invited to the fact that, although the Organization continues 

to encounter some administrative difficulties in the implementation of this policy, 

e.g., in negotiating agreements, the maintenance of inventories and the utilization 

of currencies^ the Appropriation Besolution for the financial year 1953 still 

contains, in paragraph V , the same provision. The Executive Board may, therefore, 

wish to give this question special consideration, with a view to recommending to 

the Fifth World Health Assembly whether this provision should be continued^ 

suppressed or modified• ‘ 

6. . is regards the policy in respect cf all other costs to be borne by the 

receiving governments, the Second Health Assembly, in the introduction to the 

1
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ab©ve mentioned resolution, included the following： 

"Eecognizing that governments receiving advisory and demonstration 

services from the Organization will normally contribute a large share 

of the cost of demonstration projects by providing for those expenditures 

of the project which can be met in local currency." 

7. For the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance, the policy 

to be followed by the participating organizations was laid down in Annex 1， 

"Guiding Principles", of ECOSOC resolution 222(lX), in paragraph k under the 

heading "Participation of requesting governments", and which reads as follows: 

"The requesting governments should be expected to agree: 

h. Normallv to assume responsibility for a substantial 

part of the costs of technical services with which they 

are provided, at least that part which can Ъе paid in 

their own currencies；" 

In the execution of this principle, the Technical Assistance Board developed a 

model basic agreement which laid dovn in detail the specific items of cost to be 

met by the governments concerned, which included the full cost of subsistence 

expenses of the international personnel required for the implementation of 

projects, in addition to medical care and hospitalization, transportation of 

personnel and equipment and supplies within the country, official telephone, 

telegraph, postal and other communication expenses, adequate office facilities and 

office supplies, the necessary local personnel and such other facilities as might 

be mutually agreed upon between the government and the organization concerned. 

8. In the planning of projects and negotiation with governments of basic 

agreements, as well as supplementary agreements, for the operation of specific 

programmes, it was found that some' governments were not able to comply vith this 

1
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requirement and, to a greater or lesser degree， most of the participating 

organizations were faced with the. same problem. It was quite clear that serious 

delays in starting projects resulted from the participating organizations having 

to insist on compliance vith the ruling as to local costs to be borne by recipient 

governments, the greatest obstacle being the provision of subsistence allowances. 

9. The Executive Board at its seventh session gave consideration to the 

provision of funds Ъу governments for payment of subsistence allowances to staff 

of the Organization and vas informed about the problems involved. The Board 

examined, in this connexion, a resolution of the second session of the Regional 

Committee for the Americas dealing with this subject, which requested the 

Director-General to include the matter on the agenda of tha Fourth World Health 

Assembly, /s a result, the Executive Board adopted resolution EB7-R58, which 
1 

reads as follows: 

" The Executive Bc^rd， 

/fter examining resolution XX of the second session of the' 

Eegional Coinmittee for the Americas ( fourth meeting of the 

Directing Council of the Pan American Sanitary Organization)^ 

EECOMMEMDS to the Fourth World Health Assembly that it 

adopt the following resolution: 

The Fourth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered the problem vhich has arisen 

with regard to the requirement that governments provide . 

the funds to pay field service allowances of staff of 

the World Health Organization, and 

Noting that some governments are unable to comply
 1 

with this requirement because of economic difficulties . 

or certain legislative restrictions， 

1. DECIDES that governnents should be required to 

provide the funds to pay field service allowances of staff 

of the Organization only in circumstances where they are 

vllling and able to do so； 
1

 Off.Нес.World Hlth Org. 32, 23 
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2. CONSIDEES it desirable that this same principle be 

applied to the technical assistance programme； and 

therefore 

‘ REQUESTS the Director-.General to transmit this 

resolution to the Technical «Assistance Board and to 

the Technical Assistance Committee for consideration 

of this problem in connexion with the technical 

assistance programme.
n 

10. The Director-General transmitted this resolution, as requested, to the 

Technical Assistance Board and to the Technical Assistance Committee. The 

Technical Assistance Board had repeated discussions as regards allowances and 

finally decided to present to the Technical Assistance Committee two alternatives, 

one retaining the original TAB decision proposed Ъу one participating organization 

only, the other involving considerable modification with respect to allowances in 

the interpretation of the principle established by the Economic and Social Council, 

the principle, as such, remaining unaltered. The recommendation of the majority 

of the members of TAB was intended to obtain a decision from the Technical 

Assistance Committee of ECOSOC which vould enable governments more easily to sign 

agreements so that the Technical Assistance programme as a whole need not be 

further delayed. The Technical Assistance Committee at its next meeting adopted a 

resolution (Annext 1) after taking into account the Technical Assistance Board
f

 s 

submissions. Discussions which preceded the adoption of this resolution were 

devoted primarily to the question of the extent to vhich the recipient governments 

should Ъе required to meet the subsistence allowances of international staff• The 

main decisions embodied in the resolution itself establish the minimum requirements 

of costs of projects to be met by recipient governments in local currency or in 

kind, and the most important change was that in respect of subsistence allowances 

for staff employed on projects in the recipient country, the provision of lodging 

only was required from the government, with the proviso that exemption might be 

granted under special circumstances Ъу the Technical Assistance Board. 
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11, When this entire .question was presented to the Fourth World Health Assembly, 

the /ssembly recognized the need for uniformity in the procedures eatablished for 

the Begular Programme and for the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. It 

adopted reeolution WHA^.60 whereby the policy to Ъе followed Ъу the Organization 

in respect of costs to Ъе Ъогпе Ъу recipient governments in connexion with field 

projects was established 'in detail and applied to the Begular Prograinme in the 

same way as for projects financed from the special account for the Expanded 
1 

Programme cf Technical Assistance for Economic Development
v
 For ease of 

reference, paragraphs 2 and 3 of this resolution are quoted below： 

”2. BESOLVES that， in the light of the above-mentioned principle, 

agreements betveen the recipient government and the Organization 

should provide for the payment Ъу the former in local currency or 

in kind of the following costs of each project, as appropriate in 

each case: 

local personnel services, technical and administrative, 

as well as labour； 

office space and buildings； 

supplies and materials obtainable within the 

country； 

local transportation； 

postal and telecommunications； 

medical care； 

provision of lodging for staff employed on projects in 

the recipient country， provided that in exceptional 

circumstances, and subject to the prior agreement of the 

Director-General of the Organization (or, in the case of 

projects financed from the Special «Account for the 

1
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‘ ‘ • . 

expanded programme of technical assistance for economic 

development, the prior agreement of the Technical Assistance 

Board), provision of lodging may not be required of recipient 

governments; and, further, 

3
f
 DECIDES that recipient governments should contribute such further 

costs or facilities, including all or part of subsistence allowances, 

as may Ъе mutually agreed upon between the governments and WHO." 

In negotiating agreements with some countries, item local transportation, 

and (7), provision of.lodging, still represent considerable concern to the 

requesting government
 # 

12. In considering this item of the agenda, it is suggested that the Board study 

documents EB9/Î and EB9/37 containing proposals by the Hashemite Kingdom of 

Jordan and the Government of Syria respectively on the same subject, as well as 

document EB9/27 which sets forth a proposal put forward Ъу one of Ше members of 

the Board, 
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, . ANNEX 1 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR ECONOMIC :EVELOPMENT 

Resolution concorning costs to bo borne by recipient governments 

The Technical Assistance Coüimittee 

Considering the question raised by the Technical Assistance Board on. the 

interpretation of tho following principle laid doTwn by the Economic and Social 

Council in resolution 222 (IX) Л: 

"The roquosting governments should be езфОО*Ьвс1 to 
agree . • • n o m a l l y to assume responsibility for a sub-
stantial part of the costs of technical services with 
which they ar^i provided，at least that part «hiob. can 
be paid in their own currencies;,. 

Decides, in the light of the above-mentioned principle, that in agreements 

between the rocipiont goverments and the participating organizations provision 

should be made for the payment, by the former in local currency or in kind of 

the following costs of each project, as appropriate in each case j 

(1) local personnel services, technical and administrative
9
 as 

well as labour; 

(2) office space and buildings; 

(3) supplies and materials obtainable within the countiy; 

(4) local transportation； 

(5) postal and telecommunications； 

(6) medical care for technical assistance personnel; 

(7) provision of lodging for experts, provided that in 

exceptional circirnstances and subject to the prior 

agreenent of the Technical Assistance Board, 

provision of lodging may not be required of 

recipient governments by participating organizations； 

and 

Further decides that recipient goverments should contribute such farther 

costs or facilities, including subsistence allowances, as may be mutually agreed 

upon between the governments and the organization conoerned^ subject always to the 

general policies laid down by -the Technical Assistance Board, 


